Fall 2015

HES 218 – Women & Sport (Skurzewski-Servant)

- This course explores the changing roles and opportunities of women in the sporting world, as well as how past and current beliefs regarding gender, sexuality, and race and ethnicity shape the experiences of women in sports in our society.

MUS 278 - History of Rock & Roll (Talbott & Vander Linden)

- Your listening journey begins with the Delta Blues in the deep south and ventures northward to Chi-town, Motown, and "across the pond" as we chronicle the development of Rock and Roll.

PHI 101—Introduction to Philosophy (Louzecky & Goins)

- The big questions that matter: God, Truth, Knowledge, Reason, Free Will, Morality, Education, and the Good Life in the Good Society

PHI 205 – Philosophy of Love, Sex, & Friendship (Louzecky)

- Love is not what makes a Subaru a Subaru; your car should not return the favor when you turn it on; and those folks on Facebook are not your friends. Getting clear about what love, sex, and friendship are and why they are valuable is essential to living well.

PHI 210—Thinking Critically: Science and Pseudoscience (Louzecky)

- In an age of psycho-manipulative spin doctoring, few things are as important as thinking clearly about the issues that will determine the future of the world.

PHI 243/BUS 242 – Business Ethics (Goins)

- Ethics involves applying critical thinking to moral and political questions. In this case, the questions will be from business, economics and commerce. Come and find out how rationally supported your views on the capitalist system, union power, governmental regulation and consumer protection really are (or really are not). This course can be taken as either a Business credit or a Philosophy credit.

REL 101 – Introduction to the Study of Religion (Edwards)